Date: 04.07.2014
Time: 18:30  20:30
Location: GZ Oerlikon, Gubelstrasse 10, 8050 Zurich
Attendees: Hans, Shalmali, Doris, Indranil, Tulika, Susie, Kirti, Pratyush, Namita, Neera, Rajesh,
Kamlesh, Anjaneya(New), Deepika(New)
Minutes written by: Namita
Project updates:
❏ Progress report received for LBP and VMS projects. Umesh will discuss few points on the
progress report of LBP project with the onsite coordinator Aniket and update the group.
❏ SACSAS  USD 28K transferred from the US to 4 schools for 1 year. Progress report to be
received.
❏ SelfSustainability for SACSAS  It is on hold due to lack of funds in Houston Chapter
(Account balance around USD 11K). However, Zurich chapter can consider to chip in the
remaining amount(approximately USD 19K). But a field visit is necessary before the final
decision.
❏ Propose Surjit Kumar to involve additional people for SACSAS project.

New Project Proposals:
❏ MALDA  Funds needed to restart rehabilitation of child labour. Proper project proposal
awaited.
❏ Madurai  Only Boys Pvt. School. 2 residential and 1 nonresidential. Currently funded from
UK.

Newsletter:
❏ Received all material. Corrections to be made and final version should be released by the
second week of July.

Disco:
❏
❏

Publicity needed. Quickmark for FB added. More flyers needed with better information.
Volunteers needed for the event. Stamp bought for tickets.
Separate update is sent to Disco volunteers.

Spandan:
❏ 27th September is finalised for the event.
❏ Artists booked.
❏ Formation of teams to be done in a kickoff meeting after the disco.
❏ Ticket rates made economical(CHF 3040).
❏ Food to be sold separately.

General:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Account balance is around CHF 90K. Expecting 10K USD from Asha Global.
www.ashazurich.ch domain transferred to Rajesh.
AshaMunich/AshaSeattle to be asked for for projects to invest in.
Malabar Restaurant's Christmas dinner probably in November.
Asha Summer Party planned on 24th August at Kamlesh uncle's villa.

